
Revision Guide – information
Thanks for enquiring about the APC TaylorMade RICS APC Commercial Real Estate Revision Guide.

Here is some extra information to help you decide if it is right for you.

What is it? It is an A4 colour printed glue bound paperback book of 312 
pages.

It is not an academic textbook, it is a revision guide, similar to (and 
inspired by) the ones available for GCSE!

Why do I need it? It summarises what you need to know for RICS APC final 
assessment in a concise easy to remember format.

It makes revision easy.

It acts like self-coaching.

What are the chapters? Contents by chapter

1. Final submission

2. Mandatory competencies

3. Ethics, rules and professionalism

4. Inspection

5. Measurement

6. Valuation

7. Development appraisals

8. Loan security valuation

9. Local taxation

10. Data management

11. Sustainability

12. Strategic real estate consultancy

13. Landlord and tenant

14. Leasing and letting

15. Property management

16. Purchase and sale

17. Top tips overview



What is in each chapter? Each chapter has a table format with summarised key competency 
knowledge and RICS references in the first column and the detail 
of what you need to know in the second column.

The cover of RICS GN and PS are pictured in the first column.

Insight as to what it means in practice is provided in coloured 
shape boxes.

There are top tips, common question, thinking point, hot topic and 
key point colour icons throughout.

Each chapter has colour mind maps displaying the key information 
visually.

Each chapter has an example good practice summary of 
experience.

Each chapter has a list of example questions.

Testimonial

This feedback is from Nabeel Ahmed MRICS 
of CBRE dated January 2022

He passed first time at session 2 2021.

“The Taylor Made revision guide was a great resource to refer to 
for my APC revision. 

It covered the key competencies for the Commercial Real Estate 
pathway and provided up-to-date information in an easy to digest 
format.

 I supplemented my revision with the mind maps which really 
helped to consolidate my understanding of each competency.

 Having this guide ensured I felt adequately prepared to sit my 
APC. I highly recommend it to anyone sitting their APC!” 

Is it up to date? It is the most up to date real estate book available relevant to APC. 
The content was assimilated during January 2022 and includes the 
key pandemic updates, all RICS guidance and standards as at this 
date.



When will it be next updated? The next edition will be published in line with the next Red Book. 
This is estimated at January 2024.

Can I see a sample? Yes - I have attached the Ethics, rules of conduct and 
professionalism chapter as an addendum. 

Imagine this level of clarity, detail and usefulness across all those 
technical competencies.

How much does it cost? The Revision Guide is £199.

Discount may be appropriate if:

1. You are a verified purchaser of the 2021 5th edition
2. You are buying 10 or more copies for a graduate scheme.

 In both these instances you may acquire the guide for £175.

How do I get my hands on one?

hollyapctaylormade@gmail.com

If you decide this is for you then, drop Holly an email or use the 
contact form on the website.

I will send an invoice and you provide the address for posting.

There are two payment methods:

1. BACS payment to my account, details of which will be on the 
invoice

2. Paypal, click the link on the invoice

With both mehtods, as soon as your payment is confirmed, your 
guide will be readied for posting (with the address you provide) 
and posted first class, signed for within 24 hours.

Free postage is only available in the UK. We may require extra 
postage cost for anyone outside UK.

Complaints policy In the unlikely event that you are not satisfied with the Revision 
Guide (it has only happened once in 7 years), please return it in 
suitable packaging and we will provide a full refund within 7 days 
of receipt.



Other pathways

•	 Planning and development
•	 Corporate real estate
•	 Valuation
•	 Property finance and investment
•	 Taxation and capital allowances

The guide may be relevant for these other pathways if you are 
declaring any of the competencies listed in the chapters.

Think about your experience in terms of competencies rather than 
pathways.

Other services

Please enquire.

I may be able to provide:

•	 Question spotting
•	 Document review
•	 Mock interviews

Depending on demand and capacity.

When will it be published? We have an estimated delivery date of the first print run of 7 
March 2022.
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CHAPTER 3 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the role and 
significance of RICS and it’s functions. Also an appreciation of 
your personal professional role and society’s expectations of 
professional practice and RICS Rules of Conduct and conduct 
regulations, including the general principles of law and the legal 
system, as applicable in your country of practice.

Provide evidence of practical application in your area 
of practice, being able to justify actions at all times and 
demonstrate personal commitment to the RICS Rules of 
Conduct, ethics and RICS 5 Professional and ethical standards

Provide evidence of application of the above in your area of 
practice in the context of advising clients

Ethics,Rules of Conduct and Professionalism
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Ethics, Rules of Conduct & Professionalism

Reference / title Key Learning Points

New RICS rules of    
conduct

Effective from 2 
February 2022

There are:

	5 rules

	3 obligations for 

members

	7 obligations for 

firms

New Structure

•	 5 simple rules that apply to all.

•	 3 professional obligations to RICS for members.

•	 7 professional obligations to RICS for firms.

HOT
TOPIC & THINKING

POINT

This is a significant simplification of the rules and there are 5 rules plus obligations to 
RICS

1. Members and firms must be honest, act with integrity and comply with 
their professional obligations, including obligations to RICS.

Example – avoiding conflicts of interest.

2. Members and firms must maintain their professional competence and 
ensure that services are provided by competent individuals who have the 
necessary expertise.

Example – Do not act beyond competence, engage specialists.

3. Members and firms must provide good-quality and diligent service.

Example – use individual terms of engagement to explicitly meet needs of 
client.

4. Members and firms must treat others with respect and encourage diversity 
and inclusion.

Example – do not discriminate, set a good example.

5. Members and firms must act in the public interest, take responsibility for 
their actions and act to prevent harm and maintain public confidence in the 
profession.

Example – question any suspect practice and be a whistle blower if 
necessary.
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Obligations to RICS In addition to the 5 rules according to rule 1, members must comply with 3 
professional obligations to RICS.

1. Members must comply with the CPD requirements set by RICS.

2. Members must cooperate with RICS.

3. Members must promptly provide all information reasonably requested by the 
Standards and Regulation Board, or those exercising delegated authority on its behalf.

The following 7 obligations are mandatory for RICS-regulated firms.

1. Firms must publish a complaints-handling procedure, which includes an 
alternative dispute resolution provider approved by RICS and maintain a 
complaints log.

2. Firms must ensure that all previous and current professional work is covered 
by adequate and appropriate professional indemnity cover that meets the 
standards approved by RICS.

3. Firms with a sole principal must make appropriate arrangements for their 
professional work to continue in the event of their incapacity, death, absence 
from or inability to work.

4. Firms must cooperate with RICS.

5. Firms must promptly provide all information reasonably requested by the 
Standards and Regulation Board, or those exercising delegated authority on 
its behalf.

6. Firms must display on their business literature, in accordance with RICS’ 
published policy on designations, a designation to denote that they are 
regulated by RICS.

7. Firms must report to RICS any matter that they are required to report under 
the Rules for the Registration of Firms.
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Rule 2 - competence This means – following RICS standards and guidance.

Hierarchy of RICS documents

What are bye laws? These are the enabling principles underpinning rules and regulations.

There are 10 bye laws.

What are regulations? These build on the bye laws with detail about things like fees and membership.

There are 10 regulations.

Codes of 
Practice

Guidance 
Notes

UK 
Professional 
Statements

Global 
Professional 
Statements

International Standards
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Royal Charter This means RICS has a seat on the privy council to advise the Crown (Her Majesties 
Government).

Royal Charter requires members to promote the profession for the public benefit.

- Self-regulatory

- ‘Gold standard of excellence’

RICS members need to think about ‘public benefit’ that is the Royal Charter 
difference.

Structure of RICS -  Led by Governing Council
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Specific areas of 
questioning

Professional indemnity 
insurance (PII)

Turnover limits

<100,000                                 250,000 cover

<100,001 – 200,000                500,000 cover

<200,001                                 1 million cover

•	 Buy from specialist insurer recommended by RICS (e.g., Miller Insurance 
Services)

•	 Assigned Risks Pool – short term cover provided by RICS for regulated 
members who are unable to gain cover elsewhere.

•	 On each claim basis

•	 Retroactive claims made basis

•	 Run off cover (6 years)

•	 Full civil liability

COMMON
QUESTION
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Complaints handling •	 A firm must operate a Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP)

•	 It must include a redress system

•	 A firm must have a complaints handling officer and a complaints handling log

•	 CHP are free of charge to the complainant initially but some B2B 
complainants may be part paid if the ADR process is used

•	 Sole traders can’t deal with complaints themselves

•	 Understand your own CHP and know the process for dealing with complaints

Time limits for RICS compliant policy

	Acknowledge with 7 days

	Substantive reply within a further 21 days (total 28 days)

	2nd stage redress if client dissatisfied

Example redress scheme – The Property Redress Scheme (used by agents) or The 
Property Ombudsman 

Continuing professional 
development (CPD)

20 hours min

10 must be formal (verifiable learning outcomes) 

Record online (or via app)

Every 3 years – rules & ethics

COMMON
QUESTION

COMMON
QUESTION
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Client’s money In a nutshell:

Separate named account

Must be able to identify client

Some detail:

Firms must preserve the security of clients’ money entrusted to its care, during, its 
practice or business.

Money must be clearly linked to a client in the event of insolvency, misappropriation 
death of a sole practitioner or transfer of money to another organisation

Money held in separate client accounts, adequate control by competent staff (a 
principal cannot override these controls)

A review fee (including the clients’ money insurance levy) is payable if a firm holds 
clients’ money.

Arrangements for 
incapacity of sole 
practitioner (locum)

A Locum Agreement

•	 Ensure cover for:

•	 Long term absence from illness

•	 Death

•	 Long term holidays (over a month)

•	 Unseen or unavoidable events

Can be another RICS member or another suitably qualified professional eg a 
Solicitor

HOT
TOPIC
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Money Laundering 
Regulations 2017

RICS Professional 
Statement 

 Countering bribery 
and corruption, money 
laundering and terrorist 
financing 1st edition, 
February 2019 

‘illegally obtained money purchasing large items - such as property’

More due diligence needed from e.g. stringent ID checks, cannot accept large 
cash payments (over 10,000 euros), firms must have a money laundering 
officer, keep up to date records and perform AML checks on clients

•	 Found to have assisted in money laundering? 14 years in prison/unlimited fine

•	 Found to have tipped the person off about an investigation? 5 years in prison 

The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds 
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 were enacted on 26 June 2017 
and introduce additional requirements for firms who are within the regulated 
sector for money laundering purposes, including the obligation to conduct 
additional customer due diligence.
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RICS Regulated firms

Understanding why 
regulation matters may 
be questioned by chairs.

The regulatory model 
is central to the RICS 
professional leadership to 
inspire confidence.

Rules for the Registration 
of Firms V6 

Effective 1 April 2020

Firms required to register

 A Firm is required to register for regulation by RICS if

a) the Firm provides surveying services to the public

b) the Firm is operating in Regulated Area A

c) at least 50% of the Firm’s Principals are RICS Members. 

RICS Members who are also Principals of a Firm that is required to register under Rule 
3 must take all reasonable steps within their power to ensure that an appropriate 
application to register for regulation by RICS is made on behalf of the Firm. 

 Firms eligible to register

 A Firm is eligible to register for regulation by RICS if:

•	 the Firm provides surveying services to the public

•	 at least 25% of the Firm’s Principals are RICS Members.

This means your firm will also need to have the following:

	 Adequate Professional Indemnity

	 A complaints handling procedure

	 Security of client’s money

	 Comply with employment legislation

	 A training programme for your employees

	 Individual RICS professionals are required to carry out CPD 

The strength of ‘Regulated by RICS’ (according to RICS website)

1. Practise to globally recognised standards

2. Behave ethically and act with integrity and honesty

3. Have the required skills and competencies to do the job

4. Manage conflicts of interest transparently

5. Safeguard the security of client money

6. Manage its finances appropriately

7. Provide adequate and appropriate indemnity for its work

8. Handle complaints and disputes fairly

The RICS monitor via annual returns and occasional visits to ensure compliance. High 
risk areas (more likely to get a visit) will be:

•	 Valuer registration scheme

•	 Handling client’s money
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•	 PII concerns

•	 Complaints

•	 CPD monitoring

RICS Logo

Guidelines for the 
personal use of the RICS 
logo and designations 
by RICS-qualified 
professionals -with effect 
from 1 April 2019

Logo must be specified size and colour

RICS Conflict of interest 
Professional Statement 
Global 2016

 

THINKING
POINT

Key Point

Informed Consent

RICS Rules of Conduct set an overarching obligation, on both members and RICS 
regulated firms, at all times to:

 ‘…act with integrity and avoid conflicts of interest and avoid any actions or 
situations that are inconsistent with its professional obligations.’

Effective identification and management of conflicts of interest is a challenging but 
essential component of professionalism.

This professional statement, which supports the RICS Rules of Conduct, also places 
an overarching mandatory requirement on all RICS members and regulated firms and 
specifies RICS’ expectations of how compliance with the Rules of Conduct should be 
achieved.

This document is in three parts:

1. The RICS professional statement on Conflicts of Interest and Confidentiality 
sets out RICS’ mandatory rules in this area. This section also contains the 
definitions used in the professional statement.

2. Commentary: ’General commentary notes’ set out principles as to how RICS 
expects regulated firms and members to apply the professional statement.

3. Commentary: ‘Supplementary commentary notes’ give guidance on how 
members and regulated firms can meet the obligations set out in Part 1.

4. Parts 2 and 3 contain guidance and should be read in conjunction with the 
mandatory requirements in Part 1.

See also UK Conflicts of Interest in Commercial Agency in Purchase and Sale 
competency.
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Taking instructions You must quote on a level of service

NO undercutting

Use individual terms of engagement or adaptable standard terms of business to 
create clear contracts.

RICS Motto

Modus est rebus – there is measure in all things

Meet the top team

2022

Presidential team took up office two months early in October 2021 following outcome 
of the Levitt Review into RICS Governance.

President – Clement Lau

President elect – Anne Gray

Acting Chief Executive – Richard Collins

The Levitt Review -

How to talk about it.

Alison Levitt QC carried out a review into RICS governance in 2021. She made several 
recommendations in her report. The RICS has accepted the criticism and adopted all 
the recommendations. 

The review was necessary because of serious concerns over a financial audit and the 
unfair treatment of 4 non-executive members of Governing Council who raised the 
issue.

This was a bad time for RICS with significant reputational damage and most members 
feel sad about it. Ethics are very important to us all and the institution has admitted 
falling short.

The process has started to ‘build back better’ and the future is much brighter.

THINKING
POINT

Avoid common pitfall - the RICS is an instituition, NOT an 
institute!
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Ethics, rules of conduct and professionalism
Example summary of experience

Note – these are redacted real examples, shared with permission that illustrate many elements of best practice but 
do not claim to be perfect.

Level 1 I am aware of Global PS RICS Conflict of Interest. 

I have read the RICS Rules of Conduct 2021 for members and firms.

I appreciate the benefits of being a member of the RICS and the importance of profes-
sional standards.

I understand the need for professional indemnity insurance and have attended lec-
tures on the risks and pitfalls professionals face relating to PII. 

I am familiar with the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds 
Regulations (2017) and the Bribery Act (2010)

Level 2 Competence and conflict check

Prior to accepting an instruction to value a property on Chatsworth Road in south-
west London, I carried out a conflict-of-interest check and ensured I was professionally 
competent to complete the valuation. 

Once I had established there was no conflict, I accepted the instruction and prepared 
terms of engagement. 

I completed due diligence. I drafted a valuation report in line with RICS Valuation – 
Professional Standards (2022) and the other expected technical standards.

Building Trust in profession

 I acted in line with the expectations for a Chartered Surveyor. I was a mentor and role 
model to several apprentices who have joined XXX at a young age. Honesty, respect, 
and integrity were key in building working relationships. I treated everyone with 
respect and demonstrated inclusive attitudes and behaviours, for example cancelling a 
working lunch meeting during Ramadan

Level 3 Integrity

I was instructed on a loan security valuation of a shop and flat on London Road in 
Derby. I was asked by a borrower to adapt my valuation report to reflect a significant 
portion of the property which was held outside the demise. I advised that I could not 
adapt my valuation based on inaccurate information as I have a duty of care to my cli-
ent, and this would constitute fraud. I advised my client of the borrower’s request and 
advised that I could not report the valuation figure they required on that basis. 

Bribery

When selling a retail property in Kiverton, South Yorkshire by informal tender, I was 
offered a significant cash inducement to disclose the bid of another potential purchas-
er. I advised the potential bidder that this was illegal and unethical and reported the 
situation to the compliance officer at my employer. 
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Ethics, rules of conduct and professionalism
Example Questions

The level 2 and 3 questions are based on the summary of experience on the previous page.

1. List the 5 new rules.

2. What are the 7 obligations for firms?

3. Tell me about your firm’s gift policy?

4. What are the CPD rules?

5. What is the difference between formal/ informal?

6. What is PII? Turnover limits?

7. How did you carry out the conflict of interest and competence check for Chatsworth Road?

8. Tell me about the advice you gave to the lender on the property in Derby about potential fraud?

9. Why is avoiding a working lunch during Ramadan an inclusive behaviour?

10. What type of offence was the bidder committing in Kiverton? What happened?

TOP
TIP

Chairman asks these questions at the end. 

Answers should be quick and confident.
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